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ABSTRACT

High-level synthesis tools are gaining more and more accep-
tance in industrial design flows. While they increase produc-
tivity in implementing a single complex hardware module,
synthesizing and optimizing many hardware components si-
multaneously is still an open problem. In particular, resource
sharing is typically only performed for single components,
thereby neglecting optimization possibilities across concur-
rent modules. On the other hand, domain-specific models and
specifications, which are generally seen as a key ingredient
to raise the level of abstraction in future design flows, may
enable such global optimizations. In this paper, we present
a model-based approach for inter-process resource sharing
which provides for efficient high-level synthesis of streaming
applications modeled as a set of communicating processes.
The applicability of the proposed approach is validated by a
case study.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the ever-increasing number and computational de-
mands of functions performed by embedded software, multi-
processor system-on-chip (MPSoC) architectures are becom-
ing more and more important in embedded systems. Such a
heterogeneous architecture is typically composed of multiple
microprocessors, dedicated hardware accelerators, as well as
analog and mixed-signal components. However, without a de-
sign flow supporting these emerging complex platforms, the
designer must perform the system synthesis, i.e., the mapping
of functionality as specified by the application to resources
available in the platform in an ad-hoc manner (cf. [1]).

At system level, choosing the right programming model
is a challenging task. Here, dataflow models of computa-
tion naturally expose the parallelism contained in the appli-
cation, which can be exploited in MPSoC synthesis. In a
dataflow model, concurrent processes (or actors) communi-
cate via packets transmitted over channels (cf. Figure 1).

While more and more industrial design flows rely on high-
level synthesis tools as can be seen by the broad availability of
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commercial HLS tools [2, 3, 4, 5], they do not support model-
based optimizations. In particular, these tools are able to ex-
plore the design space for a single actor by choosing a dif-
ferent resource allocation and binding scheme for functional
units, or by using different scheduling strategies [6] as shown
in Figure 1: The code snippet has been synthesized for min-
imal latency (left) and minimal area (right). Note that the
minimal area solution has a latency of two cycles, and reuses
the single ALU functional unit in both cycles.

On the other hand, global optimizations like resource
sharing across process boundaries are not supported. In [7], it
is shown how resources can be shared within a process group
such that less than one resource per operation type and pro-
cess is required. Basically, a periodic authorization function
is defined for each global resource which permits processes
to access a shared resource during fixed time slots. Note that
while this approach permits static scheduling using a modi-
fied list scheduling scheme, time slots cannot be reused if the
corresponding process is not active.

Our model-based approach employs a dynamic scheduler
which is able to efficiently capture the fact that processes
may not always be active. However, this is an orthogonal
approach, and the fine-grained resource sharing scheme from
[7] may well be used to perform additional resource sharing
across our functional units.

Other high-level synthesis approaches for dataflow mod-
els like [8] and [9] either perform no model-based optimiza-
tions, or are restricted to static dataflow models of compu-
tation. While these models permit static scheduling, they
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Fig. 1. Possible design alternatives resulting from high-level
synthesis of single actors of a dataflow graph.



are less expressive than the more general, dynamic dataflow
model of computation supported by our approach.

2. MODELING FRAMEWORK

In this section, we briefly review the dataflow model of com-
putation upon which the proposed inter-process resource shar-
ing approach is based. The application model is given as a
general dataflow graph. A dataflow graph g = (A,C) con-
sists of actors A connected by abstract communication chan-
nels C ⊆ A.O × A.I with FIFO semantics.1 Actors are sup-
posed to communicate with each other via packets (in the fol-
lowing called tokens) transmitted over these channels.

Actors in a dataflow graph perform the actual computa-
tion by so called firings. During a firing, tokens are consumed
from input channels and produced onto output channels. The
behavior of an actor might be either static or dynamic. Static
actors consume and produce tokens with constant (or period-
ically constant) rates, as known from synchronous dataflow
(SDF) graphs [10] and cyclo-static dataflow (CSDF) graphs
[11]. In contrast to this, dynamic actors have variable con-
sumption and production rates. The precondition, which de-
cides if an actor can fire or not, is called the activation pattern.
For static actors, the activation pattern consists only of the re-
quired number of tokens per input channel. For dynamic ac-
tors, the activation pattern may consist of more general pred-
icates based on token values or the state of an actor. More
formally, an actor is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Actor) An actor a = (I,O, S, Fg, Fa, R)
consists of the set of input ports I , output ports O, state vari-
ables S, guard functions Fg , action functions Fa, and firing
rules R. The set of state variables S represents the internal
state of the actor which may be modified by firings of the
actor. A guard function fg ∈ Fg corresponds to a general
predicate checked by a firing rule, whereas an action fa de-
scribes the state transformation of an actor during a firing. A
firing rule r = (c, p, eg, fa) ∈ R specifies a token consump-
tion rate c : I 7→ N0, a token production rate p : O 7→ N0,
a guard expression eg , and an associated action fa ∈ Fa.
Together, r.c, r.p and r.eg form the activation pattern of r.

The guard expression r.eg of a rule r is an arbitrary ex-
pression which evaluates to true or false. A guard ex-
pression may invoke guard functions for complex predicates,
but may also directly query the state variables S for simple
predicates. Due to space constraints, we omit the grammar
for the guard expression, but it basically includes all unary
and binary operators known from C/C++. In the following,
we will use varsRead(f) ⊆ S to refer to the subset of state
variables which may be read by a guard or action function
f ∈ a.Fg ∪ a.Fa. Analogously, varsWritten(f) ⊆ S refers
to the subset of state variables may be written by an action
function f ∈ a.Fa.

1A.O (A.I) denotes the set of all output (input) ports of all actors.

For synthesis purposes, we assume that complex predi-
cates implemented by guard functions are multi-cycle pred-
icates, whereas all simple predicates specified in the guard
expression can be evaluated in a single cycle.

During the execution of an actor a, each firing rule r ∈
a.R determines the availability of sufficient tokens and space
as specified by r.c and r.p, respectively. If this check is suc-
cessful, the guard expression r.fg is evaluated. Note that
any guard function invoked by the guard expression may ac-
cess tokens on channels as specified by r.c and read (but not
modify) the state variables. If the guard expression evaluates
to true, the associated action r.fa is executed atomically.
Thereby, it possibly modifies state variables, and consumes
and produces tokens as specified by r.c and r.p, respectively.

3. INTER-PROCESS RESOURCE SHARING

In this section, we present our approach for inter-process re-
source sharing based on the formal dataflow model of com-
putation presented in the previous section. The basic idea is
that we merge a subset of actors Amerge ⊆ A into a single
actor amerge, such that resources can be shared between the
merged actors. In the following, we concentrate on merg-
ing actors of the same type (i.e., same firing rules). Thus, in
particular, these actors have the same state variables, guard
functions and action functions, hence maximizing resource
sharing possibilities. However, the proposed approach is not
restricted to such a scenario, and in principle, an arbitrary sub-
set Amerge ⊆ A can be used in the general case.

3.1. Execution Contexts and Virtual Ports

Basically, we expand upon the idea of hyperthreading [12]
known from processors, by duplicating only the actor state,
while keeping only a single instance of each guard and action
function, which will be shared among all merged actors. In
the following, we will refer to the registers required to store
the state of a single actor as execution context (EC). Besides
the state variables, an EC contains registers required for stor-
ing additional per-process information, as will be seen later.

In this first approach, we do not swap out processes to
memory yet, i.e., the number of ECs is equal to the number of
merged actors. Thus, we provide for a larger number of ECs
than usually found in processors with hyperthreading.

Figure 2 gives an overview over the merging operation. If
the number of merged actors is equal to the number of ECs,
we can simply define a static mapping from actors to ECs, and
assign the actor ports to the corresponding EC (cf. Figure 2a).
Otherwise, i.e., if no static mapping can be determined, the
actor ports are duplicated for each EC, such that any actor
can be loaded onto any EC (cf.Figure 2b). In the following,
we will refer to the ports assigned to an EC as virtual ports,
in contrast to the actor ports of amerge.
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Fig. 2. Mapping of a) two actors to two execution contexts
(EC0 and EC1), and b) four actors to two ECs. Actor ports
are duplicated for each EC in this case.

In the general case, a multiplexer module may be required
to multiplex accesses to virtual ports connected to the same
actor port. Note that this module would be rather simple, as
the same actor cannot be active on multiple ECs simultane-
ously. However, even this simple multiplexer is obviously not
necessary for the static mapping.

Concerning token accesses, a firing rule r may request
more than one token for a port p (i.e. r.c(p) > 1 or r.p(p) >
1). These tokens may be randomly read/written during the ex-
ecution of a guard or action function. This random access pro-
tocol requires driving some signals, in particular read/write
enable and the corresponding token index.

Note that multiple guard functions may be active for the
same process simultaneously. As a result, arbiter modules
are required which resolve concurrent read requests for the
same virtual port. On the other hand, only a single action
function may be active for the same process at any one time.
Thus, only a simple multiplexer is required for write requests,
comparable to the one required for virtual ports.

3.2. Functional Units

As mentioned, guard functions and action functions are
shared between multiple ECs (cf. Figure 3). Thus, they
naturally represent the functional units (FU) in our approach.
In order to operate FUs for different ECs in parallel, the nec-
essary state variables varsRead(f) from an arbitrary EC have
to be provided to an FU f during its execution. Note that FUs
may read different numbers of variables in the general case,
i.e., |varsRead(fa)| 6= |varsRead(fb)| for FUs fa 6= fb.

In order to provide maximum flexibility, a multiplexer
may be placed in front of every FU to select the state variables
from the desired EC. This basically corresponds to the archi-
tecture usually generated by high-level synthesis tools. In this
case, the state variables do not have to be copied to FUs. How-
ever, the logic required for these multiplexers would become
prohibitively large, as it depends on the number of ECs, the
number of FUs, and the accumulated number of state bits re-
quired for each FU.

EC0

EC1S

S

Guard FUsAction FUs

...S FUFU S ...S FUFU S

GrdResults
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Fig. 3. Architecture with two execution contexts. State vari-
ables are dispatched to groups of functional units, namely
guard functions and action functions. Results of guard func-
tions are written to special registers in an EC.

Possible solutions are to reduce the number of ECs or to
partition the FUs, and only provide a multiplexer for each
block. In the following, we do not impose restrictions on the
number of ECs, as we do not swap out processes yet (see
above). Thus, we partition the FUs. However, this requires
copying the necessary state variables to the FUs. The simplest
scheme is to group all FUs into a single block. While this
would require only a single multiplexer or fast dual-ported
RAM as available on FPGAs (including a write port), it may
be too restrictive, as only action and guard functions for the
same EC could be started at any one cycle. This may become
a problem during scheduling, as will be seen later.

Other partitioning schemes ultimately depend on the un-
derlying architecture. For example, fast multi-ported BRAM
may be available on FPGA platforms [13], which would pro-
vide for a larger number of read ports. If no such resources
are available, a compromise is to partition the FUs into two
blocks, one consisting of the set of guard functions, and the
other consisting of the set of action functions (cf.Figure 3).
This approach permits to start the execution of guard FUs
separate from action FUs. Note that the proposed architec-
ture can be easily adopted for other partitioning schemes.

Concerning the write-back of state variables, the same
problem arises in principle. In this approach, we serialize
write-backs by means of a common data bus in order to mini-
mize the write-back logic as known from out-of-order proces-
sor architectures. Note that multi-ported BRAM as proposed
in [13] may again be used to implement parallel write-backs.
Also, each FU may write a different number of variables in the
general case, i.e., |varsWritten(fa)| 6= |varsWritten(fb)|
for FUs fa 6= fb. Thus, in order to prevent having to write
back all state variables after an action function is finished
(which in turn would require dispatching all state variables),
write masks may be employed such that variables which are
not written by an action function fa (i.e. S\varsWritten(fa))
are not modified by the write-back.

A functional unit can be started by asserting the corre-
sponding active signal for one cycle. Due to variable
latency functions, each FU also provides a busy signal,
which signals whether an FU has finished its operation or not.



For actions, the state variables are written back before busy
is deasserted. Guard functions store their calculated value
(true or false) in a separate register which is duplicated
for each guard FU and EC. Additionally, they set a ready flag
(stored alongside the value register) which signals that the
content of the value register is valid.

Concerning hazards, write-after-write (WAW) hazards are
prevented as only a single action may be active for a given
process at any one time. Read-after-write (RAW) hazards are
avoided by the scheduler, which only starts the evaluation of
rules if no action is active for a given process, i.e., all state
variables have been written back. Write-after-read (WAR)
hazards are resolved by resetting each active guard FU fg if
an action fa writes variables or consumes tokens read by fg .
Note that the same mechanism also clears the necessary guard
ready flags to prevent using outdated guard values.

Finally, it is trivially possible to instantiate more than one
FU for a given guard or action function to remove bottlenecks.

3.3. Rule Evaluation

Rules are evaluated by a non-programmable, pipelined con-
trol unit in this first approach. In the first pipeline stage, all
activation patterns are evaluated in parallel for the same EC by
so-called rule blocks. To this end, the state variables are sup-
plied to each rule block, as well as the required guard values
and corresponding ready flags. Each rule block calculates the
value of its activation pattern and sets a ready flag which sig-
nals whether the calculated value is valid or not (comparable
to guard FUs). Evaluating the activation pattern also requires
checking for sufficient tokens and space, which is performed
by accessing the corresponding virtual ports. Note that this
design provides for short-circuit evaluation. We reserve a
whole cycle for the evaluation of the activation patterns to ac-
commodate single-cycle predicates. Thus, further processing
of each rule block’s ready flag and activation pattern value is
postponed to the second scheduling pipeline stage.

Here, for each enabled rule (i.e., both ready flag and value
are true), we set a bit in the EC for the corresponding action.
This list is polled by another process which starts the action
FUs. Note that we cannot immediately start an action FU in
the general case because it might be in use by another EC,
and it is not desirable to stall the pipeline in this case, which
would block other processes from being evaluated.

If no enabled rule exists, but all ready flags are true, the
actor is blocked due to missing tokens or insufficient space on
FIFO channels. (Note that rules for an EC would not be eval-
uated if there are active actions for the EC!) An EC is marked
as blocked in this case, and should not be evaluated any more
until some more tokens or places are available. However, in
this first approach with dedicated ECs, the process which se-
lects the next EC for evaluation does not yet respect this flag.
Note that this is expected to become an important issue when
processes have to be swapped out, i.e., when unnecessary rule

evaluations may become really expensive.
If no enabled rule exists, and some ready flags are false,

some guard functions still have to be evaluated. Thus, we try
to acquire some guard FUs. A guard FU is started if the corre-
sponding guard function is required by at least one rule whose
ready flag is false, the guard FU is not already busy and the
guard’s ready flag is not already true for the corresponding EC
(this prevents unnecessary re-evaluations). Then, the required
state variables are copied from the intermediate pipeline reg-
isters to the FU, and the corresponding active signal is as-
serted for one cycle, starting the guard function evaluation.
Note that multiple guard FUs for the same EC may be started
during this pipeline stage.

The process which starts the action FUs polls the action
bits of each EC in a round-robin fashion. An action is started
if the flag is set, and the FU is not busy. In this case, all action
flags are cleared for the EC, in order to prevent two actions
from being executed at the same time for the same EC. Note
that in order to guarantee some fairness, the scheduler always
searches through the ECs starting from the EC for which an
action could not be started in the last cycle.

Finally, the process which determines the next EC to enter
the evaluation pipeline is also based on a simple round-robin
scheduling scheme. However, ECs are ignored if they have
already some actions queued or running.

4. RESULTS

In order to show the applicability of the proposed inter-
process resource sharing approach, we implemented the
transport layer of a simple network protocol. The finite
state machine (FSM) for a single socket (or end-point (EP))
is shown in Figure 4a). Note that each transition in the FSM
corresponds to a rule as defined in Section 2. To this end, the
FSM state is represented by a state variable which is queried
by each rule by a single-cycle predicate. The activation pat-
tern of each rule is annotated to the corresponding transition.
Note that, e.g., inData(1) denotes r.c(inData) = 1,
whereas outData(1) denotes r.p(outData) = 1.

Each EP can either process a send request from the bus
interface (inBus), or an incoming message from the link in-
terface (inData). In order to transmit a message, payload
is fetched in a loop according to the number of packets spec-
ified in the request message. After the last data packet has
been sent, the EP waits for an acknowledge message before
sending a completion message to the bus interface. Analo-
gously, in order to receive a message, payload is stored in
a loop according to the number of packets specified in the
header packet. After the last data packet has been stored, the
EP sends an acknowledge message. Note that only send re-
quests are supported (i.e., no read requests), and an EP can
either transmit or receive a message at any one time.

While it is convenient to model the FSM of a single EP in
isolation in order to reduce complexity, the network controller
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Functional unit Delay #Inst. for design alternative
TS TL Par. Shrd2 Shrd1 Seq.

isLastPkt 5 5 4 4 1 1
sendHdr 5 5 4 2 1 1

sendMiddlePkt 10 100 4 2 1 1
sendLastPkt 10 100 4 2 1 1
sendCmpl 5 5 4 2 1 1
recvHdr 5 5 4 2 1 1

recvMiddlePkt 10 100 4 2 1 1
recvLastPkt 10 100 4 2 1 1
sendAck 5 5 4 2 1 1

a) Transport layer state machine b) Functional unit delay (in cycles) and allocation

Fig. 4. a) State machine implementing the transport layer for a single end-point. b) Overview of functional unit delays (in
cycles) for the evaluated testcases, and functional unit allocation for the evaluated design alternatives.

has to support many EPs, one for each connection. The log-
ical view of a network controller supporting four EPs is de-
picted in Figure 5, where each EP is shown as a separate block
inside a network controller instance. The link interface block
multiplexes packets from (and distributes packets to) the EP
instances. Note that each EP is connected to its counterpart
EP with the same number, i.e. connections cannot be config-
ured between EPs with different numbers.

The testbench generates requests for both controller
instances according to a common request arrival rate, i.e.
roughly the same number of requests is processed by each
controller instance for a given arrival rate. The number of data
packets for each request is randomly chosen between 1 and
10. Note that the testbench drives both controller instances,
and can therefore easily designate an EP as sender and its
counterpart EP as receiver prior to issuing send requests.

The quantitative results in terms of throughput are given in
Figure 6. Note that, as action and guard functions are merely
dummy functions annotated with a specific delay (cf. Ta-
ble 4b), we did not further synthesize the RTL code, which is
why resource utilization is only discussed qualitatively based
on the number of FUs allocated for each design (cf. Table 4b).

Overall, we evaluated two testcases for each design alter-
native: The first testcase (TS) annotates short delays to the
FUs, simulating that payload data does not need to be fetched

Testbench

EP0 EP1 EP2 EP3

LinkIf

Network Controller
Instance

EP0 EP1 EP2 EP3

LinkIf

Network Controller
Instance

Fig. 5. Testbench and logical view of the network controllers,
each supporting four concurrent connections.

from or written to the main memory. This behavior is sim-
ulated by the second testcase (TL), which annotates longer
delays to some FUs.

The following design alternatives (all of which have been
implemented in SystemC-RTL) have been evaluated:

Parallel: Each EP corresponds to a single actor im-
plementing the FSM described above. This corresponds to the
logical view depicted in Figure 5. While this approach deliv-
ers the best performance, it also requires the most resources,
namely four of each FU. Thus, for an increasing number of
EPs, this alternative becomes infeasible.

Sequential: All actor instances are merged into a sin-
gle actor which only requires one instance of each FU. Actor
instances are evaluated sequentially in a round-robin fashion
in order to minimize resource overhead for scheduling. While
this approach requires the fewest resources in terms of FUs
and scheduling overhead, it has the worst performance of all
evaluated designs. This stems from the fact that the available
FUs cannot be utilized for multiple end-points concurrently.

Shared1/2: All actor instances are merged into a single
actor as discussed in the previous section. The number of ECs
is equal to the number of EPs, i.e., four in this case. Thus, in
contrast to the Sequential approach, multiple EPs may be
active at the same time.

For Shared1, only one instance of each FU is allocated,
comparable to the Sequential design. However, it per-
forms significantly better than the Sequential design. In
particular, the available FUs may be used to send and receive
a message for two end-points concurrently, which is not pos-
sible in the Sequential design. Note that the single in-
stance of the isLastPkt FU is a bottleneck in this case, as
it is shared by the rules for the send and receive logic.

For Shared2, four FU instances of the guard func-
tion isLastPkt have been allocated, as many as in the
Parallel design. Only two FU instances have been al-
located for each action function, representing a compro-
mise between the Sequential and Parallel approach.
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Fig. 6. Normalized throughput of the evaluated design alternatives Parallel, Shared2, Shared1 and Sequential for
the testcases TS (left) and TL (right) for different request arrival rates.

For testcase TS (short delays), the throughput improve-
ment of Shared2 over Shared1 only amounts to approx.
8%, while the improvement of Parallel over Shared2
amounts to approx. 23%. This is due to scheduling over-
head incurred by the architecture as described in the previous
section, which becomes a bottleneck in this testcase.

For the testcase TL (longer delays), the situation looks
different: The throughput improvement of Shared2 over
Shared1 now amounts to approx. 31%, while the improve-
ment of Parallel over Shared2 now only amounts to ap-
prox. 5%. Here, the scheduling overhead is no longer a bottle-
neck, which is now to be found in the FUs with the longer de-
lays. In particular, the number of allocated FUs for Shared2
represents the minimal number of units required to achieve
maximal throughput (apart from the scheduling overhead) for
this testcase. This stems from the fact that the same num-
ber of requests is issued to both network controller instances.
However, this behavior cannot be adequately captured by the
Parallel design, where FUs will simply remain idle. In
contrast, the proposed approach enables the design-space ex-
ploration to determine the number of FUs on a more fine-
grained level, depending on the usage scenario or other fac-
tors, like action and guard function granularity.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper, we proposed an inter-process resource sharing
approach based on a formal dataflow model of computation.
We showed how to map guard and action functions from the
dataflow model to functional units such that they may be con-
currently used by multiple execution units, thereby improv-
ing the performance compared to a sequential approach, and
reducing the resource utilization compared to a parallel ap-
proach. A case-study has been presented which compares dif-
ferent design alternatives and clearly shows the applicability

of the proposed approach. In future work, we want to refine
the architecture to support swapping out of processes in order
to reduce the number of execution contexts currently required
for a large number of merged actors. In this context, schedul-
ing must be improved to incorporate ready lists for blocked
actors in order to avoid unecessary rule evaluations.
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